Can I come to Campus?

I’m Protected* (not protected? see next page)

Check the blue box that applies

I tested positive in a qPCR test (from GGD)

I have Corona linked complaints

I don’t have Corona linked complaints

Don’t come to campus for 7 days after onset of symptoms
and being at least 24h without complaints

Don’t come to campus for the next 3 days after the test moment

I tested positive in a self-test and/or have Corona linked complaints#

Don’t come to campus, get a qPCR test ** a.s.a.p. and wait for the test result

Test result Positive

Test result Negative

You’re welcome on campus

Someone in my classroom with whom I had close contact **** tested positive or
The GGD informed me that I was a close contact of someone tested positive or
I got a notification from the Coronamelder App

You’re welcome on campus

Watch your health more careful
Self-Testing is even more important

A house-mate**** has Corona linked complaints, but no qPCR test result yet

Your house-mate should get tested at the GGD a.s.a.p.

A house-mate tested positive in a qPCR test (from GGD) and is isolated from the test moment onwards in his/her own room.

Don’t come to campus for 5 days, get tested on day 5 and wait for test result

Test result Positive

Test result Negative

G GD advises to avoid crowds and/or keep 1.5m distance to others?

Don’t come to Campus

Another contact with a positive tested person

Check with our regional GGD
(0800-8446000 daily 08:00-17:00)

You’re welcome on campus

None of the above?

You’re welcome on campus

Don’t come to campus

Can I come to Campus?

*You’re considered protected when you finished your Pfizer/Moderna/AstraZeneca vaccination series more than 2 weeks ago, your Janssen vaccination more than 4 weeks ago, or went through a confirmed Covid19 infection less than 6 month ago.

**Use Coronatest.nl or call 0800-1202. There is a testing facility in Wageningen, now on Campus Wageningen (bikebasement Orion), moving to the Business and Science Park.

***Close contact: >15 minutes with ≥ 1,5 meter distance or <15 minutes with <1,5 meters distance or >15 minutes within 24 hrs. < 1,5 meters distance

****A house-mate is a person with whom you’re sharing facilities such as kitchen and/or bathroom and/or living room.

Sharing only a walkway/corridor doesn’t make you house-mates.

#Corona related complaints are: sudden loss of taste/smell and/or fever and/or shortness of breath and/or cold symptoms such as nasal cold, runny nose, sneezing, sore throat that are not directly linked to a known condition (e.g. hay-fever)

Note: When the GGD (Municipal Health Service) contacts you, they might give you a personal advise that deviates from the one given here, in that case follow their advice.

Rules at Wageningen University & Research locations

Stick to the WUR Corona Protocol
Find the most current protocol on the WUR website Do you see someone around you with symptoms or who does not comply with the protocol? Then address him or her kindly.

Wear nose-mouth mask where indicated

Follow indicated routes

Wash or disinfect hands often

Sneeze and cough in elbow

Wherever possible keep your distance

Self-test 2x/week Order them at Zelftestonderwijs.nl
Can I come to Campus?

I’m Not Protected*

Check the blue box that applies

- I tested positive in a qPCR test (from GGD)
- I have Corona linked complaints
- I don’t have Corona linked complaints

Don’t come to campus for 7 days after onset of symptoms and being at least 24h without complaints

Don’t come to campus for the next 5 days after the test result

Test result Positive

Test result Negative

You’re welcome on campus

- Someone in my classroom with whom I had close contact *** tested positive or

The GGD informed me that I was a close contact of someone tested positive or

I got a notification from the CoronamelderApp

Don’t come to campus the next 5 days, take a qPCR test on day 5, and wait for the results. (Not taking a test? Don’t come to Campus for 10 days)

Test result Positive

Test result Negative

You’re welcome on campus

Watch your health more careful. Self-Testing is even more important

- A house-mate*** has Corona linked complaints, but no qPCR test result yet

Your house-mate should get tested at the GGD a.s.a.p.

You’re welcome on campus

Don’t come to campus. Quarantine at home. Get tested at the GGD a.s.a.p. and await results

Test result Positive

Test result Negative

Stay at home, retest at GGD on day 5 after initial test and await results

Test result Negative

- Another contact with a positive tested person

Check with our regional GGD (0800-8446000 daily 08:00-17:00)

GGD advises to avoid crowds and/or keep 1.5m distance to others? Don’t come to Campus

- None of the above?

You’re welcome on campus

- *You’re considered protected when you finished your Pfizer/Moderna/AstraZeneca vaccination series more than 2 weeks ago, your Janssen vaccination more than 4 weeks ago, or went through a confirmed Covid19 infection less than 6 month ago.
- **Use Coronatest.nl or call 0800-1202. There is a testing facility in Wageningen, now on Campus Wageningen (bikebasement Orion), moving to the Business and Science Park.
- ***Close contact: >15 minutes with ≥ 1,5 meter distance or <15 minutes with ≤ 1,5 meters distance or >15 minutes within 24 hrs. < 1,5 meters distance
- ****A house-mate is a person with whom you’re sharing facilities such as kitchen and/or bathroom and/or living room.
- Sharing only a walkway/corridor doesn’t make you house-mates.
- #Corona related complaints are: sudden loss of taste/smell and/or fever and/or shortness of breath and/or cold symptoms such as nasal cold, runny nose, sneezing, sore throat that are not directly linked to a known condition (e.g. hay-fever)
- Note: When the GGD (Municipal Health Service) contacts you, they might give you a personal advise that deviates from the one given here, in that case follow their advice.

Rules at Wageningen University & Research locations

Stick to the WUR Corona Protocol

Find the most current protocol on the WUR website. Do you see someone around you with symptoms or who does not comply with the protocol? Then address him or her kindly.

- Wear nose-mouth mask where indicated
- Follow indicated routes
- Wash or disinfect hands often
- Sneeze and cough in elbow
- Wherever possible keep your distance
- Self-test 2x/week

Order them at Zelftestonderwijs.nl